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Abstract The somitogenesis clock regulates the periodicity with which somites

form in the posterior pre-somitic mesoderm. Whilst cell heterogeneity results in

noisy oscillation rates amongst constituent cells, synchrony within the population is

maintained as oscillators are entrained via juxtracine signalling mechanisms. Here

we consider a population of phase-coupled oscillators and investigate how biologi-

cally motivated perturbations to the entrained state can perturb synchrony within

the population. We find that the ratio of mitosis length to clock period can influence

levels of desynchronisation. Moreover, we observe that random cell movement, and

hence change of local neighbourhoods, increases synchronisation.

1 Introduction

Somitogenesis is the process by which the pre-somitic mesoderm (PSM) segments

at periodic time intervals into regularly spaced blocks of epithelial cells. The

frequency at which new pairs of somites are formed is regulated by the

somitogenesis clock, a population of coupled molecular oscillators that is present

in the posterior PSM, while a travelling front determines the position of somite

formation.

Notch-Delta signalling is a key cell-cell communication mechanism in the PSM

[1, 2] and it is thought that one of its roles is to synchronise the oscillations of
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neighbouring oscillators [3]. However, mutants for different Delta ligands are

observed to affect oscillation patterns in the PSM in different ways, suggesting more

than the single role of synchronisation in the PSM for Notch-Delta signalling [4, 5], or

at the very least a complex interaction between Notch-Delta signalling components

and the somitogenesis clock.

Cell movement in the mouse PSM has recently been quantified: there is a posteri-

orly increasing motility gradient along the anterior-posterior (AP) axis [6]. This

random cell motion results in cells changing their neighbours, at least in the posterior

tip of the PSM which, in turn, could influence the synchronisation of neighbouring

cells. Random cell movement has also been quantified in zebrafish [1], although

spatial variation in motility rates along the AP axis has not, to the best of our

knowledge, been documented. A recent computational study has indicated that ran-

dom cellmovement should increase synchronisation in a population of locally coupled

oscillators [7].

Synchronisation within the PSM is also perturbed by mitosis: when a cell enters

M phase of the cell cycle it ceases the transcription necessary to progress its

somitogenesis clock [3, 8]. Thus, when the cell divides both mother and daughter

cells are out of phase with their neighbours. To the best of our knowledge, the

importance of mitotic perturbations in the maintenance of oscillator synchrony has

not been quantified.

There is a long history of modelling of somitogenesis (see [9], for a review). Recent

models have tended to utilise the increasing knowledge of molecular regulation of the

clock (e.g. [10–14]). However, given incomplete knowledge of the governing molecu-

lar networks, the seemingly intricate relationship between oscillator coupling and the

molecular clocks, and the difficulty in unambiguously parameterising the current

models, coarse-grained descriptions of molecular oscillators have recently been con-

sidered in which progression through the somitogenesis clock cycle is described by a

single variable – the oscillator phase [15–17].

In this study we consider a phase description of a population of locally coupled

oscillators and investigate how population synchrony is perturbed by both cell

movement and mitosis. The layout is as follows: in Sect. 2 we introduce a spatially

distributed population of coupled oscillators and describe how synchrony can be

measured in the population; in Sect. 3 we introduce a perturbation representing cell

proliferation and examine the effects on oscillator synchrony; in Sect. 4 we allow

random movement within the population and again consider the effects on oscilla-

tor synchrony; and, finally, in Sect. 5 we conclude with a discussion on how these

results are relevant to our understanding of somitogenesis.

2 A Simple Model for Cell Synchronisation in the PSM

As we are primarily interested in studying the synchronisation of oscillators in the

context of the PSM, we consider a cellular automation (CA) of size 30 � 6 cells,

which is approximately of the same proportion as the zebrafish PSM. We define
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yi(t) to be the phase of the oscillator at time t and assume that the governing phase

dynamics are given by

_yi ¼ oþ
X
j

Asinðyj � yiÞ; i ¼ 1 : N; (1)

where A is the strength of diffusive coupling, o is the oscillator frequency, the sum

is taken over nearest neighbours on the CA lattice and N is the number of cells in the

simulation. We note that the phase description of a population of coupled oscillators

can be derived from an underlying molecular description with the sinusoidal

coupling term representing the leading order term in a more general coupling

function [18].

In order to quantify synchronisation in the oscillator population we define the

global order parameters r(t) and C(t) [18] such that

re iC ¼ 1

N

XN
j¼1

eiyj : (2)

When r ¼ 0 the oscillators are completely out of phase while r ¼ 1 corresponds

to global synchronisation. The variable C represents the mean phase of the

population so when r ¼ 1, C ¼ o.

2.1 Results

In order to investigate perturbations from the spatially homogeneous phase distri-

bution typically observed in the posterior PSM, we simulated populations of

oscillators with phase dynamics given by (1) in which the initial phase of each

oscillator was uniformly selected from the range [0, w]. Typically we choose w ~ 1

to represent a small initial perturbation from global synchrony. In Fig. 1 we present

snapshots of phase distributions at t ¼ 0 and t ¼ 3 min, respectively.

The well-studied effect of nearest-neighbour sinusoidal coupling is to synchro-

nise initially out-of-phase oscillators. As t ! 1, the phase differences between

oscillators tends to zero, and each oscillator oscillates with natural frequency, o.
Calculating the order parameter (see Fig. 2) allows us to quantitatively measure

global synchrony in the population as time evolves. As an aside we note that it may

be feasible in the future to track in real time the phase of individual oscillators using

reporter genes. If so, the order parameter could be measured by relating the activity

of the reporter to a nominally defined ‘phase’ and using (2) to measure global

synchrony. The effects of perturbations to global synchrony, such as the qualitative

experiments performed by Horikawa et al. [3], could then be measured experimen-

tally and the resulting order parameter data could be directly compared with

theoretical models, such as (1).
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3 Investigating the Perturbation to Oscillator Synchronisation

Arising from Cell Mitosis

Our goal in this study is to investigate how biologically-motivated perturbations to

a population of sinusoidally coupled phase oscillators can influence phase

synchronisation. We now examine if perturbations arising from mitosis can

Table 1 Parameters used in the simulations

Parameter Value Unit Source

A 2.2 min�1 Murray et al. [16]a

o 0.2 min�1 Giudicelli et al. [19]

T 240 min Kane [20]

M >15 min Horikawa et al. [3]
a Parameter estimated from previous model
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Fig. 2 The order parameter, r, is plotted against time, t. Cell phases on the CA lattice were

updated using (1) and the order parameter was calculated using (2)
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Fig. 1 Sin(yi) is plotted for each of theN cells on theCA lattice.Top: the initial phase distribution in a
typical simulation (w ¼ 1). Bottom: the spatially uniform phase distribution at t ¼ 3. Cell phases on

the CA lattice were updated using (1). Parameter values as in Table 1
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significantly destabilise oscillator synchrony within physiologically relevant

parameter ranges.

3.1 Model Development

Using zebrafish, Horikawa et al. [3] observed that cells which were either in, or had

just recently exited, M phase of the cell cycle tended to be out of phase with

neighbouring oscillators in the posterior PSM. They concluded that during M phase

of the cell cycle the transcription necessary to progress the somitogenesis clock was

paused as the cells prepared for division, thus dividing cells drifted out of phase

with their neighbours. After M phase the cells re-initiated the transcription

necessary for somitogenesis clock progression, and, via cell-cell coupling,

resynchronised with their neighbours. It was estimated that over a time observation

window of one somitogenesis clock cycle (~30 min), 10–15% of cells had either

undergone or were undergoing M phase of the cell cycle, which was thought to last

for a minimum of 15 min.

In order to study the effect of this phenomenon on a two-dimensional lattice, we

consider a modified equation for the phase dynamics given by

_yi ¼ oþ
X
j

Asinðyj � yiÞ
 !

HðT �M � aiÞ; (3)

where ai is the age of the i th cell, T the cell cycle period, H(.) represents the

Heaviside function and M represents the time spent in M phase of the cell cycle.

Cell age increases proportionally with time and is reset to zero when t ¼ T. When a

cell’s age lies in the range ai 2 ½T �M; T � it is in M phase of the cell cycle and does

not update its somitogenesis clock. We note that when a cell reaches the end of the

cell cycle we do not introduce a daughter cell into the simulation. This simplifica-

tion allows us to investigate computationally the effect of mitosis on phase

synchronisation, without having to account for processes such as growth and

apoptosis and the many more parameters they would introduce into our model.

3.2 Results

We performed a range of simulations with different values of the parameters A and

M. The initial phase distributions were as described in Sect. 2.1 while the initial cell

cycle position for a given cell was chosen randomly from the uniform distribution

½0; T �. In Fig. 3a the phase distribution is plotted at t ¼ 240 while in Fig. 3b cells in

M phase of the cell cycle are highlighted. Note the correlation between a cell being

in M phase and being out of phase with its neighbours. The result of the mitosis-
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induced clock-stopping perturbation is that the cell population does not attain

global synchrony (see Fig. 4).

In Fig. 5 we plot the time-averaged global order parameter for a range of

different values of the parameters A and M. For a fixed value of the parameter A,
the global order parameter firstly decreases and subsequently increases with

increasing M. This biphasic behaviour can be explained by consideration of the

period of the somitogenesis clock (~30 min) and the length of time spent in M phase

(~15 min). As M ! 0 the somitogenesis clock is paused for increasingly

shorter amounts of time and the perturbation to global synchrony is negligible.

As M increases, dividing cells pause their somitogenesis clocks for longer times,

and thus move out of phase with neighbouring cells; hence global synchrony

decreases. However, as M increases further neighbouring non-dividing cells are

almost a full somitogenesis clock cycle ahead of the cell that entered M phase when

it returns to updating its somitogenesis clock. Thus the order parameter increases

for larger values of M. The simulation results suggest that there is an optimal (in

terms of phase desynchronisation) ratio of the parameters M and o. One might
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Fig. 3 Phase (top) and cell cycle (bottom) distributions at t ¼ 4 h. Cell phases on the CA lattice

were updated using (3)
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Fig. 4 The order parameter, r is plotted against time. Cell phases on the CA lattice were updated

using (3) and the order parameter was calculated using (2). Parameter values as in Table 1
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expect the optimal ratio would be such that the time spent in mitosis was half the

somitogenesis clock period. However, the simulation results suggest that the opti-

mal length of M phase is longer than half the somitogenesis period. This occurs

because when an oscillator pauses its somitogenesis clock for M phase of the cycle,

its neighbours, which are updating their phase, continue to be influenced by it and

the effect of the growing phase difference is to slow their effective oscillation rate.

4 Investigating the Perturbation to Oscillator Synchronisation

Arising from Random Cell Movement

Bénazéraf et al. [6] have recently quantified random cell motion in the mouse PSM

while, in a theoretical study, Uriu et al. [7] have demonstrated that random cell

movement enhances synchronisation of neighbouring molecular oscillators.

We now investigate the effects of random cell movement on the mitosis-perturbed

phase dynamics introduced in Sect. 3.

4.1 Model Development

In order to simulate random cell movement on the CA lattice, at each time step of a

simulation we makeN random selections of a cell from the population and perform

a swap with a randomly chosen neighbour with probability p. The phase dynamics

are updated using (3). Thus the cellular automaton simulations are used to investi-

gate the interaction between three key processes in the PSM: (a) phase oscillations

and synchronisation; (b) perturbation to synchronisation due to mitosis; and

(c) random cell movement.
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Fig. 5 The time-averaged

order parameter plotted

against A andM. For different

parameter values cell phases

on the CA lattice were

updated using (3) and the

time-averaged order

parameter was calculated by

averaging over (2)
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4.2 Results

In order to quantify the effects of random cell movement on global synchrony, we

performed simulations in biologically relevant regions of parameter space and

measured the time averaged global order parameter. Firstly, we held the coupling

strength, A, fixed and varied the random cell movement and the mitosis-induced

perturbation considered in the previous section. For small values of p, and hence

little random movement, the order parameter has a minimum, as in Fig. 5, for some

intermediate value ofM (see Fig. 6). However, as p increases and cells interchange
neighbours more frequently, global synchronisation in the simulations increases.

Thus random cell movement can counteract the reduction in order parameter

resulting from the perturbation due to mitosis.

Next we held the time spent in mitosis fixed at M ¼ 15 min, the lower bound

reported by Horikawa et al. [3], and examined how global synchrony in the

simulation varied with the coupling strength and random movement (see Fig. 7).

The order parameter is clearly, on average, lower in the bottom left corner of the

figure, i.e. when the coupling strength and random cell movement rate are low.

A low coupling strength can be compensated for by increasing the rate of random

movement and vice-versa. This result is of particular interest as the two

mechanisms enhancing synchrony in the simulations represent two completely

different biological mechanisms: the coupling strength A represents the effect of

biochemical cell-cell signalling while the parameter p represents a mechanical

interaction. In zebrafish cell-cell coupling is strongly dependent on the Notch-

Delta signalling pathway while in chick it has been shown that cell motility is

strongly influenced by an Fgf gradient along the AP axis [6].
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Fig. 6 The time-averaged order parameter plotted against p andM. For different parameter values

cell phases on the CA lattice were updated using (3) and the time-averaged order parameter was

calculated by averaging over (2). Cells were allowed to randomly swap positions with their

neighbours with probability p
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5 Discussion

The phenomenon of oscillator synchronisation plays an important role in the

posterior PSM during somitogenesis: as a result of cell heterogeneity neighbouring

cells have different natural frequencies and without some coupling mechanism the

oscillators would drift out of phase. Our knowledge of the molecular interactions

governing the coupling interactions is ever increasing, however, with so many

molecular components at play, and additional complications, such as the influence

of the coupling on the clock frequency itself, it is challenging to construct a

predictive molecular model. As such, in this study we have considered a coarse-

grained model of the coupling mechanism in which it is assumed that oscillators can

be adequately described by their relative phases.

By considering a relatively simple mechanism of coupling we can probe how

biologically motivated perturbations can influence synchrony in an environment

such as the PSM. For example, we consider the influence of mitosis, where cells

temporarily pause their somitogenesis clock, on synchrony and demonstrate that the

ratio of time spent in mitosis to the somitogenesis period can influence global

synchrony in a physiologically relevant parameter regime.

There is a posteriorly increasing cell motility gradient along the AP axis in chick

and it has previously been suggested that random cell motion, and hence exchange

of local neighbours, could play an important role in maintaining synchronisation in

the posterior PSM. We introduced cell motion into the posterior PSM by allowing

cells to swap positions with their nearest neighbours with some probability, p,
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Fig. 7 The time-averaged order parameter plotted against A and p. For different parameter values

cell phases on the CA lattice were updated using (3) and the time-averaged order parameter was

calculated by averaging over (2). Cells were allowed to randomly swap positions with their

neighbours with probability p
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which can be related to measurements of mean-squared displacements of cells in

the posterior PSM. Our simulation results indicate that neighbour swapping does

indeed promote synchrony in the PSM.

In this study the local coupling of neighbouring oscillators is modelled using an

on-lattice CA framework. Whilst the CA was chosen as it allows us to trivially

simulate random cell movements via neighbour exchanges, with the degree of

mixing within the population quantified by a single parameter, we note that

alternative frameworks, such as the cellular Potts, vertex or off-lattice models,

could be used to investigate the effects of mitosis block and random movement

on oscillator synchronisation. While we expect that the simulation results are

independent of the particular cell-level model under consideration, this touches

on the general issues of what is the appropriate cell-based framework in which to

model such phenomena and do different frameworks give different results? This

problem is difficult to investigate as one cannot always relate parameters in one

model to those in another [21]. However, we note that in certain cases it is possible

to compare coarsened versions of different models (e.g. [22]).

The theory of phase-coupled oscillators has been applied to a range of physical

phenomena. A ubiquitous feature of spatially coupled phase oscillators is the

existence of rich dynamical behaviours, such as spiral waves. In this study,

motivated by the observation of spatially synchronous oscillations in the posterior

PSM, we have considered perturbations about the spatially synchronous solutions

and examined how various biologically motivated perturbations can perturb the

steady state. This approach allows us to focus on the effect of the perturbations

rather than concern ourselves with the more complex, but not observed in the PSM,

dynamical solutions to the phase equations.
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